ProSAR – A self-assessment solution based on Ofsted criteria

ProSAR helps you carry out a self-assessment based on Ofsted criteria so you can be prepared for an inspection. This helps highlight areas for improvement and by using the action plan, ensures you focus on the areas needed in preparation for the visit.

**Carry out self assessment**
Built around the Ofsted common inspection framework, ProSAR makes it simple to carry out a self assessment based on Ofsted inspection criteria.

Your self assessment report (SAR) can be completed online, using centrally validated and agreed data. You can also easily link data from Advanced 'pro' systems and other college sources.

With ProSAR’s flexible configuration, you can create an action plan based on your data and judgment grades and manage your SAR completion and quality improvement cycle centrally.

**Use the personalised dashboard**
It’s easy to monitor college, personal assessment completion and personal improvement planning actions with the configurable dashboard. This can be personalised to meet your needs, so you can see all the information you need at a glance.

**Creating assessments**
With all assessments in one place, you’ll get a transparent view of all assessment data across your organisation, and aspects of an individual assessment, such as:

> A summary
> Questions and responses
> Evidence
> Judgment grades
> Improvement actions

ProSAR features a course evidence panel, which shows achievement rates from ProAchieve, lesson observation data from ProObserve, marks from ProMonitor and attendance measures from ProSolution. You can even add your own custom evidence by importing data from spreadsheets.

Using your assessment judgments, you’ll then be able to build quality improvement actions that work for you.
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Questions, responses and judgment grades
ProSAR provides a full audit trail and offers pre-loaded questions based on Ofsted Inspection Criteria as well as the facility for you to add your own.

Using the Ofsted information, capture a text based response for each question, and even personalise your experience by using the Ofsted Inspection Grading Scale to capture a graded response.

Because you can view all judgment grades from different judgment areas, ProSAR makes it simpler to define the overall grade for the assessment.

Quality improvement plan
With all quality improvement planning data in one place, you can switch between different tabs of actions for a fully transparent view of the improvement plan across your organisation.

The improvement actions feature helps you to make individual users directly responsible for the improvement action. You can then monitor the action by setting its priority, status and a due date.

Once your improvement plan is in place, ProSAR enables you to have a real focus on driving improvement across your organisation.

Options:
> Multiple licence
> Perpetual or Annual Licence
> Annual Support & Upgrades
> Training & Consultancy
> Gold Support (Installation, Upgrading & System Migration services)

Minimum Server Requirements:
> Windows Server 2008 or above
> Dual Xeon Processor
> 8GB RAM
> 20GB Hard Drive Space
> MS SQL Server 2008 or above

Client Requirements:
> Windows Operating System (Admin Utility)
> 2GB Memory
> 500MB Hard Drive Space

The web application can be accessed on:
Windows: IE 10-11, Edge, Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Opera
Mac: Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Opera.
iPhone/iPad: Safari. Microsoft Surface: IE 10 RT & IE 10 Metro RT
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